"Memada-mada": The Power Relation and Architectural Creativity of Gianyar Palace
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Abstract Balinese royal palaces’ forms illustrate the evolving nature of the kingdom's political control and the strategies used by its rulers to foster the stability of its territory. Although every kingdom has opportunities to demonstrate its authority through architecture and layout, architectural hierarchy is presented from the form of architectural productions, including the traditional gate called kori agung among palaces called puris, especially the architectural form in palaces of Gianyar. This phenomenon has risen to the questions on how far the authority power influences the architectural form. Are there any other elements that influence the architectural form design in Gianyar? Drawing from seventeenth-through twentieth-century photographs, correspondences and collected oral traditions, this paper explores the oral traditions and power relationships among the kingdoms that influence the layout and form of the palace’s architectural production called puri in Gianyar Bali. This paper found that the phrase “memada-mada” has influenced the architecture of palaces in Gianyar, especially the kori agung. The term refers to attempting to avoid performing the same or greater acts as those with a higher status.
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1. Introduction

Architectural productions have been valuable archives of civilization history since the buildings, under a political authority, have represented social-cultural, economic and political status [1]. Political institution demonstrating “the moral rightness or superiority of an institution” has influenced the creation of new traditions in order to demonstrate its power [2]. An authority's power can be read by observing architectural practices components, including shape, scale, style, detail and ornamentation [3], [4]. Political authorities often built majestic structures, palaces and monuments, in their territory to show their power [5]. However, far from presenting their power status totally by monumental architecture productions of palaces to demonstrate their power in their territory, other aspects influence the decision to design the architectural form and layout. This phenomenon is an interesting architectural phenomenon. On one side, a power authority presents its power by constructing monumental architecture to create an identity and present its power more than the other. However, Puri Gianyar, one of Bali’s most influential kingdoms demonstrates humble architectural forms in its palace to respect other architectural functions.
Balinese architectural principles are derived from a social and cosmological system. This system focuses on the symbolical meaning and hierarchy of space [6]. This cosmological system is influenced by the spiritual belief that produces local wisdom in the Balinese daily life. Some of the local wisdom is derived from oral history that has been used as Balinese moral ethics. Moral ethics in a community as a pearl of local wisdom in Bali, including memada-mada, is usually related to history, especially Bali’s oral history believed by Balinese to influence their life. Based on Balinese language, memada-mada means being equal, so in this context, memada-mada is related that people should not do something equivalent to a higher status. This practice is a moral ethic for Balinese in their daily lives that becomes a pearl of local wisdom performed for centuries, especially in the precolonial era. Balinese people believe that a moral ethic is born from past events told orally and are questioned by the community for the truth. This faith could be in the form of belief in curses from or reverence for God or a highly respected leader. Balinese people from generation still carry out a tradition related to ethical morals, which is often a legacy of feudalism [7].

Memada-mada is related to the curse of women that deliver twin babies. The twin babies that are a boy and a girl called kembar buncing, are believed as a curse for a commoner family. The phrase “memada-mada” has also been used in many Balinese life aspects such as people behaviour and architecture. It is interesting to explore how far this phrase is applied in architectural productions especially in a palace called puri. The architectural production of the palace is closely related to the nuances of political power. This phenomenon becomes paradoxical since the local moral ethic is related to a way of life to be humble in front of others. In contrast political power is the way to present more power than others.

2. Materials and Methods

This paper investigates the architectural form of puris in Gianyar compared with the architectural form of the puri Klungkung to identify how far the contestation of power relation in Bali has influenced the architectural form of puris in Gianyar. This paper studies various topics and collects data by using qualitative and quantitative methods. To research and investigate the authority power to produce architectural identity, a tiered method involving essential data collection, in-depth investigation and examination of puris’ forms and layout, interviews, and architectural documentation, was conducted. The kori agungs were measured using a theodolite to get their size and proportion. Comparative analysis was then used to investigate the influence of political power and moral ethic wisdom to the form of the kori agungs.

The paper begins by defining the theories and key concepts and then researching previous studies. In this paper, the comparison of architectural traditions of puris and political power contestation in Gianyar Bali is the way to analyse the correlation between architecture, political power and the Balinese modal ethic. In this method, the field data collection begins with the investigation of primary data on the layout and form of buildings in puris of Gianyar. The mapping of the layout and form, including the proportion and the scale of buildings in palaces, is essential for further investigation. The information and analyses of literature, old photographs, and spatial stories from royal families are essential to explore the relationship between power relations, moral ethics, local wisdom, and buildings' architectural form.

3. Memada-mada: The Moral Ethic Wisdom of Balinese People

The term of memada-mada is a further explanation of the manak salah’s term that then becomes related to various aspects of community life, including architecture. The terms of manak salah has existed since the 12th century when Jaya Pangus ruled Bali in Balingkang around Kintamani Bangli. In the 12th century, having twins of different genders, called kembar buncing, was common among the royal family. The births of kembar buncing were considered a blessing from God or ancestors in which people believed that the new leaders had already be born [8].

In historical records, mostly oral history in the area around Kintamani, Bangli, the twin babies’ mother is Kang Ching Whi, a Chinese woman. She was a very beautiful girl who was married as a second wife by Jaya Pangus, and the king also had a very beautiful wife who lives in Songan, called Dewi Danuh. Based on the Balinese people belief, the kembar buncing became an influential leader. This belief has been confirmed when the twins became famous king of Bali, well known as the King of Masula and Masuli [9].

Meanwhile, if the kembar buncing occurred to ordinary people, the kembar buncing was said to be wrong and was considered to bring disaster. The king issued this statement in such a way to ensure that his position could not be equated to that of the ordinary people called memada-mada. The purpose of implementing this rule was to maintain the position or authority of a king [8], [9]. The king ordered every people that having twin babies of different genders should be exiled to the edge of the village. After that, the people performed the ceremony called the manak salah.

Therefore, from a historical aspect, manak salah is related to memada-mada. This term refers to the Balinese wisdom of not attempting to create something equivalent to the king, particularly in relation to having the kembar
huncing babies. The phrase of memada-mada is then used in many Balinese life aspects to remind people not to be equal with kings or royal family or the people with higher social status. This phrase has become moral guidance for Balinese to express their behaviour in their communities. This practice represents that in Balinese life, hierarchy and strata become a part of Balinese traditions from the social strata into the spatial order.

4. Hierarchy in the Balinese Architecture

Traditional Balinese architectures, including the traditional houses that have experienced transformation in political tourism agenda [10], [11], have been created based on the traditional social strata in the Balinese community. In these social strata, warna or caste system consisting of brahmana, satria, wesia and sudra creates a hierarchical division of society into four categories [12]–[15]. This system is related to various title groups called soroh in which the title is patrilineal inheritance. The first three warnas are grouped as triwangsra representing around 6-10% of the Balinese population. On the other hand, sudra, which was labelled commoners, is accounted for as the rest [12]. The categories are based on obligations, talents, or occupations. Brahmana is a class of society that is obliged in religion and development science, such as priests and clergy. The second warna is when a group of people is obliged to government and military fields, such as kings, soldiers or officials. This group is called ksatriya. Wesya is an obligatory group of people in the field of community welfare, such as traders. Sudra is a group of people obliges to help brahman, ksatriya, and wesya groups, such as workers and labourers [16].

Each of these community groups has a different variety of housing, according to their function and position in society. Puri is a house for ksatriya group (kings and their families), while geria is a house for brahmana group (clergy and their families). Jero is a house for ksatriya (retainer or those who do not hold power) and wesya (aristocrats and their families). The last is umah that is a house for sudra group [17]. Besides the spatial orientation and geography condition [18]–[21], this caste system influences the Balinese settlement’s spatial layout. In this system, the spaces are divided into three-layer concentric circles according to the level of the group communities that inhabit each of these layers in which puri has the primary value; geria and jero are of intermediate value, and umah has a disgraceful value [22]. The sudra house dimension is relatively smaller, and its spatial layout is simpler than the triwangsra’s house. This caste hierarchy is also related to the building types and materials [23]. As the highest authority and government, the king and his family’s house called puri is located in the main intersection called catuspatha areas or pempatan agung. This area is seen as the sacred and the centre of the world, thus becoming the main area. Jero and geria that are the houses for triwangsa are located around puri. On the other hand, sudra’s house is located on the outskirts of the centre area [22]. This spatial zonation is related to the philosophy of the traditional Balinese architecture.

The Balinese architecture forms that are an important part of the cultural landscape of Bali [18] are perceived as the mediator of a world divided into two opposing poles, the forces of God that is the sacred spaces and the nether as the profane, an area for purifying [24], [25]. Between the space for God and an underworld space lies madyapada or mertyapada [26], the space for human habitation. This human habitation aims to maintain the balance between the upper and the lower worlds [24]. Therefore, the world is then distributed into three zones: the divine, middle and lower world.

In the Balinese belief, people have a vital spiritual role in maintaining and protecting the world. This role is based on the Balinese philosophy’s personification called tri hita karana [25], [27]. The essence of this belief is a harmonious affiliation between God, human beings and the environment [28]. Thus, this belief creates other Balinese landscapes and architectural forms that were divided into three sections: God’s upper world (swah loka), the intermediate human world (bwah loka) and the demonic world (bhur loka) [24], [25]. The tri loka concept then produces a human physical division called tri angga that consists of utama, madia and nista or the head, body and legs. Utama or the head means high, lofty, or most sacred value, madia or the body means middle or neutral and nista or the legs means below or most profane value [17], [29].

5. The House of God and the House of a King

The tri loka and tri angga concepts that produce three hierarchy values in Bali’s spatial planning and form have become a guideline for Balinese to design their architectural practices. The utama zone is for God and ancestors; the madia zone is for human being; and the nista zone maintains the relationship with the environment. As a place for God and ancestors, the utama zone was designed with the utama form and pattern. Balinese used special material such as palm fibre called duk for roof or sandalwood for many parts of shrines. In this part, there have also been many notable buildings, such as a meru that functioned as a place of worship to God or ancestors [30]. In the royal family of Puri Gianyar, the main zone for praying to God and ancestors called Merajan Agung Beng is around 500 meters north of the palace. The merajan agung is located in Beng Village, the location of the last palace of the Dewa Manggis Kuning, the founder.
of Gianyar Kingdom, before being moved to the current location by his successors.

As a place for God and ancestors, the merajan agung consists of many buildings related to religious ceremony activities. A meru is a symbol of stratified heavens represented by the pagoda-like roofs called tumpang [13]. The high pagoda-like wood structure is built on stone platforms, usually with an odd number of superimposed receding roofs made of thick layers of duk, the everlasting and costly fibre of the sugar palm [13]. This sacred building roof model is never used for domestic buildings, such as bales in a house and traditional village buildings. Gianyar people did not want to be equal (memada-mada) with God and their ancestors, so they tried to create special forms and models, and to use special materials for the sacred buildings. The roof of a meru and other shrines were constructed from palm fibre called duk (Figure 1). This material had never been used for domestic activities buildings called bale in a house called geria, jero and umah or palace called puri. The materials for such bales are usually used roof tile or reeds. This phenomenon presents that the Balinese used a hierarchy of building forms and models having symbolic values. For Gianyar people, this hierarchy was used to honour God as the world’s creator; and respect ancestors who have inherited a noble culture.

The honour to God was also expressed from the form of the main gate called kori agung. The kori agung in the merajan agung as the house of God for the royal family used a combination between bricks and sandstones curved. The royal family wanted to present their honour to God and their ancestors by constructing a better main gate than their royal family house called puri. The high of the kori agung in the family temple is 7.5 m that is higher (7 m) than the one in the family royal house. The roof of the kori agung in the merajan agung (Figure 2a) was stratified into three-level while the roof of the kori agung in the palace was just one level (Figure 2b). The size and forms present that the royal family places the house for God is higher level than the house for the king. Even though the form of architecture presents the owner’s social status, Gianyar people still use the word “memada-mada” as guidance to design and construct architectural practices. They placed God and ancestors in a special zone that had better quality than the quality for them. The guidance of memada-mada was also demonstrated in the number of steps of the stair. The merajan agung, like the house for God, has nine steps that were more than the steps’ number in the palace having six steps.

Figure 1. The shrines in Merajan Agung Beng using palm fibre roof
6. Political Power and Local Ethic Wisdom in the Balinese Architecture

As the patron in its territory, the royal family house was different from other buildings. The form of the kori agung presented the majesty and social status of the owner. Compared with other family houses from non-royal families, the kori agung of the king’s house represented that the owners had higher social status among the people in Gianyar [32]. This status was presented from symbolic form includes all forms of prestige, status, authority and legitimacy. Particularly related to legitimacy, symbolic capital was an effort to preserve and increase social recognition by reproducing the most suitable perceptual schemes to produce symbolic actions that were later inherited from generation to generation [33]. The gates were made of a mix of red brick and sandstone. Bricks were usually used for the main structure, while the ornaments were usually made of sandstone.

The gate has become a historic building, which has grown into major architectural works of art that stem from their function as profound symbolism of the institution’s power and not just as aesthetic constructions. In this term, a new architectural production has been designed using...
selectively recombined several elements of existing knowledge into a new model [34]. However, this combination should not neglect the architectural art’s structural basis since it depends mainly on its emblematic and iconographic power. After a thorough understanding of this connection and the possibility of a genuine political philosophy of architecture, the political position of architecture becomes more apparent [35]. In their respective territories, each palace has become an exemplary centre and patron of culture, and the art and rituals flourished in the palace and its surrounding villages. Palaces also have carried out state rituals within their territories to express their superiority to express their differences of status [14], [36]. The palaces have tried to build their own identity in their territory to express their limits and superiority. They have been expressed, and boundaries have been created with others.

The ruler of Gianyar has brought forth a new architectural model for the main gate of the palace to represent their culture and power. This creativity process uses people’s ability to generate new ideas that are novel and valuable [37]. It would be essential to consider a site or system relevant to create an innovative product [38]. Creativity involves making something new using the old, making new connections, and being open to new and unexpected ideas [39]. Creativity can be thought of as the ability to put together elements or be thought of as the willingness to discover something new. However, pragmatism must also be considered for originality [40]. This phenomenon illustrates that political power has played an essential role in the design. In this term, architecture plays a significant social role in reflecting and exemplifying its time’s cultural content [35]. Architectural productions have the power to communicate meaning and significance. There are monuments such as puri where a ruler can be displayed as a more explicit political statement. By studying the rulers’ motivations, we can see that some buildings and spaces were constructed to create prestige, power and excitement.

However, memada-mada being a traditional moral ethic has already been moral guidance and influenced the architecture productions in Gianyar. After being conquered by Majapahit, Bali was led by the only Klungkung as the representation of the Majapahit Kingdom in Bali, and other palaces such as Badung, Bangli, Tabanan, Karangasem and Gianyar were classified as secondary independent palaces [14]. Even though Klungkung was recognized as Bali’s leader, secondary independent palaces, especially Gianyar, often had disagreements with each other and it was not uncommon to have open wars with Klungkung [31]. This condition was because Klungkung was more recognized as a spiritual leader and because of heredity. In this case, Klungkung’s position towards other kingdoms was not as Bali’s ruler but as an elder palace while other palaces remained independent in regulating their territory [41]. In this case, as secondary independent palaces, they managed their territory and had the authority to make any policy. In order to express their shortcomings and dominance over customs, cultural practices and architectural styles that vary from others, secondary palaces attempted to create an identity of their own. One of the main components that articulate the distinctive identity in a specific region was an architectural practice.

Since the authorities have changed to build a strong identity and a monument to indicate their restoration of previous models of domination and subordination [42], the king of Gianyar produced a different architectural style with Klungkung, the primary palace in Bali, to demonstrate its power in its territory. On the other hand, the new architecture model was a lower hierarchy than the Klungkung architecture. As the secondary palace in Bali, the kori agung in Puri Gianyar was designed lower level than the kori agung of Puri Klungkung was believed as the leader of kingdoms in Bali [14]. While the roof of the kori agung in Gianyar was without stratified roof level (Figure 2b), the kori agung in Klungkung had three stratified roof levels (Figure 3). The kori agung of Klungkung is higher (12 m) (Figure 4a) than the kori agung of Gianyar (7 m) (Figure 4b). These kori agung’s sizes demonstrated that Puri Klungkung has a higher status than the status of Puri Gianyar. The King of Gianyar still honoured and respected the King of Klungkung. The latter was the primary kingdom of Bali. On the other hand, the kingdom of the king of Gianyar’s ancestors, even though the power authority tended to build substantial monumental architectural production to demonstrate the power of the regime [43], the king tried to respect Puri Klungkung by building a lower level of kori agung. The King of Gianyar had the opportunity to

![The three-level of stratified roof](image-url)
restructure cultural commodities that gave the authorities the power to territorialize space and deal with political affairs [44]. However, the king of Gianyar used the traditional wisdom ethic to not be *memada-mada* as a guideline for the Gianyar Palace design.

Based on the *memada-mada*, the Gianyar authority presented its supremacy through the creation of architectural identity. Gianyar attempted to create a unique form of architecture to show their identities. However, the architectural production built was lower level than the architectural landmark of Klungkung. This phenomenon presents a monument telling the place's history with political and social authority [35], [45]. The choice of the *kori agung*’s shape and creation has demonstrated an architectural relationship reflected in many architectural aspects, such as architectural styles, scale, form, and ornaments [3], [4]. The size and forms of the monument represented the strength of government and the authority’s social level among the other authority in Bali. The size and form of architecture influenced people’s actions and behaviours through memorial architecture [46], [45]. Therefore, the form of *kori agung* Puri Gianyar demonstrates that the memorial architecture in a territory was influenced not only by the authorities’ political power in their territory but also by *memada-mada* as a pearl of traditional ethic wisdom and social status among puris in the Balinese community.

7. Conclusions

Political agenda and social strata have a historical and related impact on cultures and architectural production. A political institution that demonstrates an institution’s superiority has led to the creation of many new traditions that demonstrate its power. As a patron, the architectural productions in a puri, including the *kori agung*, have become unique amongst surrounding buildings. The shape of the *kori agung* emphasises and demonstrates the owner’s wealth, prestige and authority. The *kori agung* is representative of the social status of the family head within their lineage. In a symbolic form, there are forms of status and prestige, authority and legitimacy.

However, *memada-mada*, a traditional moral ethic, has already influenced architectural production in Gianyar. The buildings in Puri Gianyar have tried to present their authorities in its territory, but the forms have been lower level than the building in the royal temple and building form of Puri Klungkung, the leader of Bali kingdoms in pre-colonialism in Bali. For Balinese kingdoms, power is not always about managing their territory and building the monumental constructions. Instead, the power is about how they honour and respect God and create an architectural production based on the Balinese architectural hierarchy and social strata.

Figure 4. Comparison the *kori agung* of Klungkung Palace (right) and Gianyar Palace (left).
The production of architecture has been related to the political relation in Bali. Even though Gianyar has its authority in its territory, the status of Gianyar as secondary independent palaces has encouraged the Gianyar authority to give respect to Klungkung as the heir of the Majapahit kingdom in Bali. This phenomenon has demonstrated that political power is not the single entity influencing architecture to present power authority. There is the other local moral ethic of Balinese that also affects the architectural forms. Social strata and moral ethics have become guidance for the secondary independence palace including Gianyar to present its respect to Bali’s spiritual leader and their ancestors.
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